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Abstract

Structural features of genomes, including the three-dimensional arrangement of DNA in the

nucleus, are increasingly seen as key contributors to the regulation of gene expression.

However, studies on how genome structure and nuclear organisation influence transcription

have so far been limited to a handful of model species. This narrow focus limits our ability to

draw general conclusions about the ways in which three-dimensional structures are

encoded, and to integrate information from three-dimensional data to address a broader

gamut of biological questions. Here, we generate a complete and gapless genome

sequence for the filamentous fungus, Epichloë festucae. We use Hi-C data to examine the

three-dimensional organisation of the genome, and RNA-seq data to investigate how Epi-

chloë genome structure contributes to the suite of transcriptional changes needed to main-

tain symbiotic relationships with the grass host. Our results reveal a genome in which very

repeat-rich blocks of DNA with discrete boundaries are interspersed by gene-rich

sequences that are almost repeat-free. In contrast to other species reported to date, the

three-dimensional structure of the genome is anchored by these repeat blocks, which act to

isolate transcription in neighbouring gene-rich regions. Genes that are differentially

expressed in planta are enriched near the boundaries of these repeat-rich blocks, suggest-

ing that their three-dimensional orientation partly encodes and regulates the symbiotic rela-

tionship formed by this organism.

Author summary

How a genome folds within a nucleus can contribute to the regulation of gene expression.

There is now considerable interest in understanding how the three-dimensional structure
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of a genome is maintained and how this structure influences biological processes. How-

ever, most studies on these phenomena focus on a few model organisms, which limits our

knowledge of how the nuclear organisation is maintained and the range of biological pro-

cesses to which it contributes. In this paper, we examine the three-dimensional organisa-

tion of the genome in Epichloë festucae, a symbiotic fungus. Our results demonstrate that

repetitive elements play a key role in shaping the nuclear organisation of E. festucae. These

repetitive elements help to divide the genome into distinct regions that have similar gene

expression profiles. Our results demonstrate a novel role for repeats in maintaining a

three-dimensional organisation that contributes to regulating the symbiotic relationship

formed by this species.

Introduction

The three-dimensional organisation of chromatin within the nucleus is increasingly seen as a

key contributor to the regulation of gene expression [1–3]. Eukaryotes share a common hierar-

chical organisation within the nucleus, where individual nucleosomes aggregate to form chro-

matin fibres, those fibres fold to form contiguous chromatin loops, loops interact to form

topologically associating domains (TADs) within chromosomes, and chromosomes them-

selves take on characteristic sub-nuclear territories [4,5]. The division of the genome into tran-

scriptionally active euchromatin and repressive heterochromatin domains [6] and the

formation of TADs (contiguous regions of a chromosome that form preferentially self-inter-

acting domains) are both important contributors to gene expression. Genes within a TAD can

be co-regulated [7] and alterations to TAD structure can generate tissue- or environment-spe-

cific transcriptional changes [8,9]. Although nuclear organisation is increasingly understood

to be important, our present knowledge of how this organisation is maintained and its contri-

bution to gene expression are limited to a small number of model species.

We extend such investigations to a non-model filamentous fungus. Species of the genus

Epichloë are ascomycete fungi that form intimate symbiotic relationships with cool season

grasses and are widely studied for their commercial agricultural uses [10–12]. To maintain a

symbiotic relationship with their host grasses, these fungi must express a suite of genes [13–

15], which encode proteins that mediate interactions with their host and catalyse the produc-

tion of bioprotective alkaloid compounds [16,17]. Epichloë species can have profound effects

on their hosts, including resistance to herbivory by mammals [18] and insects [19,20], resis-

tance to nematodes [21] and non-Epichloë competitor fungi [22], and increased drought toler-

ance [23–25]. This intimate symbiotic relationship, and the powerful techniques available to

interrogate the Epichloë-grass interaction [15,26,27], make this the most well-developed system

in which to study an above-ground interaction between a fungus and a plant [16,28].

Comparing the expression of Epichloë genes between culture and in planta conditions, and

between wild type and symbiosis-deficient strains, has identified a growing, albeit still incom-

plete, suite of genes required to establish and maintain the symbiosis [13,14,29]. Yet despite

considerable efforts, the precise means by which the expression of these genes is regulated

remains elusive. We know that local chromatin structure contributes to the regulation of gene

expression in filamentous fungi, and epigenetic marks associated with chromatin accessibility

are also involved in the regulation of key genes for growth and host-interaction in several spe-

cies [30–32], including E. festucae [33]. However, little is known about higher-order nuclear

organization in these or other non-model filamentous fungi. High throughput conformation

capture (Hi-C) is a technology that takes advantage of cross-linking to reconstruct interactions
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between genomic regions, but our ability to examine the three-dimensional structure of Epi-
chloë genomes is limited by the fact that the only reference sequences available for this genus

are highly fragmentary [34]. These unfinished genomes make it difficult to analyse Hi-C data

at a genome-wide scale.

Here we combine a range of modern sequencing techniques, including long read sequenc-

ing and Hi-C, to investigate the role that genome structure plays in gene regulation in an Epi-
chloë species. Long read sequencing has allowed us to generate a gapless telomere-to-telomere

assembly for E. festucae strain Fl1, a model system for Epichloë research [35]. Our sequences

reveal a remarkable block-like structure to the genome, in which extremely discrete blocks

with high repeat density are interlaced with almost repeat-free sequences. Using chromosome

conformation to investigate the three-dimensional structure of the genome, we show that

these repeat-rich blocks mediate genome folding within the nucleus, and this genome struc-

ture in turn contributes to the modulation of gene expression, notably for those genes that are

strongly differentially expressed in planta.

Results

Assembly of a complete and high quality E. festucae genome sequence

Existing genome sequences for E. festucae are highly fragmented, each containing >1000 con-

tigs with N50 < 90 kb [34]. To generate a high quality contiguous reference assembly, we used

PacBio and Illumina shot-gun sequencing combined with high throughput chromosome con-

formation capture (Hi-C) data. We obtained high quality, high molecular weight genomic

DNA from E. festucae strain Fl1 [36,37] and subjected this to sequencing. After filtering, Pac-

Bio long-read sequencing yielded 948,767 subreads with an N50 of 10,019 nucleotides. The

approximately 7.2 billion total bases sequenced represent a mean coverage of 211x for the

genome. We generated separate assemblies from these reads using the PacBio assemblers

Canu and HGAP. The Canu assembly was the most contiguous, with 35 Mb contained in 21

contigs. Four of these contigs were capped by telomeric repeats on both ends, suggesting they

represent complete chromosomes. Summary data on the library preparation (S1 Table),

assembled genome (S2 Table) and older assemblies (S3 Table) are provided as supplementary

data files.

We used Hi-C data to generate complete assemblies of the remaining chromosomes. Con-

tigs were joined using Hi-C reads that map to the ends of different contigs. The Hi-C scaf-

folded assembly had a total of seven putative chromosomes, each capped by between 15 and 25

identified copies of a telomeric repeat (TAACCC) on both ends. This assembly contained just

5 gaps, which were manually in-filled using sequence from the HGAP assembly, whose alter-

native algorithm had assembled across these gaps in the Canu assembly. HGAP contigs that

aligned to>10 kb of sequence on the ends of two Canu contigs were used to fill gaps (Fig 1A).

Two contigs remained that had a telomere at one end and part of a ribosomal RNA gene

repeat (rDNA) at the other. In fungi, the rDNA is organised into tandem repeats with tens to

hundreds of copies, each with near-identical sequences around 10 kb in length [38], thus pre-

cluding its complete assembly even with PacBio sequences. We also found several small, high-

coverage contigs containing just rDNA sequence. We generated a consensus rDNA sequence

from all of these contigs, and joined the two large contigs with three full rDNA units, starting

by convention with 18S, with contig ends trimmed to retain the partial flanking units observed

at the rDNA locus boundaries. The ratio of average rDNA coverage versus average genome-

wide coverage of Illumina paired-end sequencing data suggests that the rDNA is present in

approximately 21 copies in Fl1. A contact map derived from the Hi-C data supports the integ-

rity of our genome assembly (Fig 1B). The strongest signal in the map is the diagonal, as
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expected if the majority of contacts occur with linearly-adjacent genomic regions. We also

used the Hi-C data to estimate the positions of centromeres, which appear as regions of high

inter-chromosomal interaction from centromere-to-centromere contacts [39–41]. The exis-

tence of six non-self signals for each of our assembled chromosomes is further support for E.

festucae containing seven nuclear chromosomes, and establishes the putative centromere posi-

tion for each chromosome to within 10 kb. No single repeat family occurs at every putative

centromere, and we were not able to identify any sequence motif associated with these centro-

meric positions. Epichloë festucae may thus be one of several fungal species that do not have a

centromere-defining sequence but instead use epigenetic marking [42].

A total of 6,709 base-level errors, mostly single base indels (96.9%), were polished using the

Pilon finisher with 87x coverage Illumina paired-end sequencing. Finally, telomeres were

trimmed to the nearest canonical sequence and, where necessary, chromosome sequences

were reverse-complemented to place the short arm of the chromosome first by convention.

The final assembly contains telomere-to-telomere sequence for seven chromosomes and a

complete mitochondrial genome. The 52 kb mitochondrial DNA includes genes for 29 tRNAs,

two rRNAs and the 14 standard mitochondrial proteins, several interrupted by group I

introns. In total, the assembly contains 35,023,692 bases with no Ns or gaps. We tested the

quality of this final assembly by mapping Sanger end-sequences of fosmids produced from E.

festucae Fl1 in a previous project [34] to our reference genome. Of 6,472 read pairs, 99.9%

mapped in the expected orientation with a median inferred insert size of 35.3 kb (sd = 4.4 kb),

as expected for fosmid data. The only region with aberrant size mapping was the rDNA locus,

a result that is expected due to the artificially reduced copy number presented for this locus in

our assembly.

We used the complete reference genome to discover genes that had not been revealed by

existing fragmentary genome sequences. By mapping RNA-seq reads derived from Fl1 in cul-

ture and in planta to our complete reference genome, we identified a total of 8,959 transcript-

encoding loci, including complete copies of 96.3% of a set of core genes thought to be shared

Fig 1. An iterative process generated a complete and gapless genome assembly. A: PacBio reads were assembled with Canu. This initial assembly included complete

chromosomal sequences (capped by telomeric repeats) and smaller sub-chromosomal contigs. Hi-C data provided information about the physical proximity of genomic

regions, allowing the joining of contigs into scaffolds. Gaps in this scaffolded assembly were filled using an independent genome assembly made with the HGAP

assembler, which uses a different algorithm, from the same PacBio reads as in the initial assembly. Finally, Illumina short reads and Sanger end-sequences of fosmids

were used to correct base-errors and test the structural integrity of the final assembly. B Genome-wide Hi-C contact map derived from cells in culture. Each element of

the matrix reflects the frequency of contacts between two 5 kb windows in the genome assembly. The positions of chromosomes in the whole genome data are indicated

along the left and bottom edges, with adjacent chromosomes indicated by different shading. Black arrowheads mark the putative centromeres, which are indicated by

characteristic cross-like patterns.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007467.g001
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by all Dikarya [43]. Of these, 8,150 (91%) overlap with the coding sequence from one of

the ‘M3’ gene models produced from the closely related E. festucae strain E2368, which has his-

torically been treated as the primary Epichloë reference [34]. Among the 809 genes that do not

correspond to an M3 gene model, 788 (97%) have sequence homology to regions of the frag-

mented reference genome previously available for E. festucae Fl1, and 672 (83%) share homol-

ogy with a region of the existing fragmentary assembly of strain E2368. This result suggests

existing fragmentary assemblies already contain sequences for the majority of protein coding

genes. For this reason, we focused our subsequent analyses on how the structural features of

the genome revealed by our sequence contribute to the regulation of gene expression.

The genome is a patchwork of sequences with distinct nucleotide content

The genomes of some filamentous fungi contain distinct regions with unusually low GC con-

tent [44]. The E. festucae Fl1 genome is a striking example of this phenomenon. The genome

contains alternating blocks of AT-rich sequences and sequences with approximately equal

nucleotide composition (Fig 2). These blocks are distinct not only in nucleotide composition,

but also in their content. The AT-rich regions largely comprise repetitive DNA, with 85% of

bases in these regions showing similarity to a known repeat, while only 0.09% of these regions

are part of a known gene. In contrast, only 0.8% of bases outside of the AT-rich regions are

part of a known repeat, whereas 56% of these bases are part of an exon (Table 1). Hereafter we

use the term ‘gene-rich’ to describe the regions of the genome with approximately equal nucle-

otide content. Consistent with previous reports, we found a diverse range of repetitive ele-

ments including LTR retrotransposons, Miniature Inverted Repeat Transposable Elements

(MITEs) and DNA transposons [34,45]. Although most of the repetitive DNA in the E. festucae
Fl1 genome falls within the AT-rich component of the genome, smaller elements such as

MITEs are unique in being predominantly found in the gene-rich component (S1 Fig). Most

AT-rich blocks are comprised of multiple repeats. Repeats within these blocks form complex

nested structures, with contiguous repeat copies being interrupted by one or more different

repeat sequences (Fig 3A). This nesting of repeats is so widespread that most copies of most

repeat families are interrupted by other repeat copies from multiple families (S2 Fig).

Long repeats have been inactivated by RIP

Some ascomycete fungi target repetitive elements for hypermutation using a process called

repeat induced point mutation [RIP; 46]. RIP induces C-to-T mutations in large (greater than

~550 bp) sequences if they are present as multiple copies in the genome. The action of RIP is

focused on particular dinucleotide sequences, with CpA dinucleotides the most common tar-

get in most species [46,47]. The RIP index of Margolin et al [48] measures the depletion of RIP

dinucleotides, while accounting for the overall AT-content of a genome. Low values of this

index (< 0.9) correspond to a strong signal of RIP, while larger values are expected for unaf-

fected sequences. The long repeats that make up the AT-rich regions in the Fl1 genome have

low RIP index values (Fig 3B), suggesting that the AT content of these regions is the conse-

quence of RIP recognizing the repeats and introducing C-to-T mutations.

The presence of many copies of different repeat families, each with strong evidence for RIP,

suggests a history of invasion of the genome by repetitive elements followed by their inactiva-

tion by RIP during sexual reproduction. We examined the temporal dynamics of these inva-

sions by estimating phylogenies from the different repeat copies identified for each family. The

length of terminal fork branches (i.e., branches from a single node that each lead to a tip) pro-

vide an estimate of the time at which each repeat family last integrated a copy into the Fl1

genome. To differentiate spontaneous mutations accrued over evolutionary time from the

Repeat elements organize 3D genome structure and mediate transcription in Epichloë festucae
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Fig 2. The genome comprises distinct AT-rich and GC-rich regions. Each sub-plot represents data derived from one of the seven E. festucae Fl1 chromosomes. The

black lines represent the proportion of bases in a given 10 kb window that are part of a known repetitive element. An ideogram displaying chromosome structure is

placed under each line graph. The blue tracks on each ideogram show the positions of AT-rich regions identified with OcculterCut. Notches represent the putative

locations of centromeres. Inset: a scatterplot showing the length and GC-content of AT-rich segments (blue) and the rest of the genome (red); the black diamonds

represent the median values for each measurement for each type of region.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007467.g002

Table 1. Summary information about the AT- and GC-rich components of the genome.

Component Peak GC Length (sd) Total Mb Repeat Mb Exon Mb Genes

AT-rich 25% 25.7 (25.5) 11.2 9.49 0.01 319

GC-rich 52% 55.3 (74.7) 23.8 0.2 13.3 8,844

‘Peak GC’ refers to the mode of the nucleotide content distribution for this component, as estimated by OcculterCut. ‘Length’ is the mean length of these components in

kb, with standard deviations given in parentheses. ‘Genes’ is the total number of genes (introns and UTRs included) that at least partially overlap with a given block-type

(meaning genes that overlap the boundary between an AT- and GC-rich region will be counted twice).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007467.t001
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Fig 3. Repetitive elements have largely been inactivated by RIP and interruption by the insertion of other elements. A. Detailed annotation of a

representative AT-rich region on the long arm of chromosome 1. Repeats are shown as tracks along a chromosome and are color-coded by family. The two insets

illustrate the nested arrangement of repeats. The reference repeats are shown above and below the genomic organisation, and illustrate how the genomic repeats

align to their respective reference sequences. As an example, the left-most box shows a copy of EFT-6 that has been interrupted by the integration of elements

from the families EFT-17 and EFT-15. B. The RIP index, where lower values correspond to stronger evidence for RIP, was calculated for each annotated repeat.

Black diamonds represent median values for each repeat family; coloured points show the full distributions of RIP index values. Points are color-coded to reflect

repeat class. The horizontal line at 0.9 represents the minimum value expected for sequences free from RIP [48]. C. A phylogenetic approach was used to show

the history of repetitive element invasions in the Fl1 genome. Estimated distributions of time since the last integration (measured as the number of non-RIP

mutations per site on terminal branches) are plotted for all copies of each repeat class, with smaller values indicating more recent integrations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007467.g003
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more directed RIP-induced mutations, we estimated trees from alignments in which all CpA

dinucleotides were masked. When the distribution of the lengths of terminal forks is consid-

ered across classes of repeats, it is clear that the majority of retrotransposons are relatively old

and have not been active in the genome for some time (Fig 3C). In contrast, DNA transposons

and especially MITEs show a preponderance of short terminal branches, suggesting repeats

from these families have been active more recently. The recent activity of MITEs is consistent

with their avoidance of RIP, potentially through their small size, although they are thought to

require a transposase from elsewhere in order to move [49]. These results are also consistent

with the retrotransposons that have a low RIP index being inactive, as these show no evidence

for recent transposition activity.

We used the RIP index values to examine which repeat families may still have functional

copies within the genome (Fig 3B). Most DNA transposon and retrotransposon families are

only represented by copies that have been heavily affected by RIP, suggesting that these repeats

are no longer functional. Repeat families EFT-8, EFT-11 and EFT-14 all have some copies with

relatively high RIP index values (> 0.9), but these sequences are all either truncated (less than

85% of full length) or contain truncating stop codons (S1 Table). The non-autonomous retro-

transposon EFT-28 appears to have evaded RIP entirely, presumably as a result of its small size

(reference length 531 bp). In contrast MITEs appear to be only weakly affected by RIP, most

likely due to their short length. There are a number of repeat families in the Fl1 genome that

are not currently classified as belonging to a known repeat class. These unclassified repeats

include two shorter elements (Fl1-1-3 and EFT-27, reference lengths < 610 bp) that show rela-

tively little evidence for RIP, as well as one longer element (EFT-32, reference length 2877 bp)

that shows a strong RIP signal. Thus, there are likely few or no functional autonomous trans-

posons remaining in the Fl1 genome, but MITES and unclassified repeats probably continue

to propagate.

Repeat rich regions structure the genome in three dimensions

The Hi-C data hold information on the frequency with which regions of the genome interact

with each other in the nucleus, and thus provide insight into the three-dimensional structure

of the genome. Contact maps generated from the Hi-C data reveal that three-dimensional

genome structure is influenced by the AT- and gene-rich blocks. Contacts between blocks of

the same type are enriched, while there are relatively few contacts between the AT- and gene-

rich blocks (Fig 4A). We quantified this effect globally by using principal component analysis

(PCA). When applied to Hi-C data, PCA scores can be used to partition the genome into com-

ponents such that the rate of interaction is higher within components than between them [50].

In our case, the first principal component (PC) differentiates the AT- and gene-rich blocks of

the genome, such that AT-rich blocks generally have high scores for this principal component

(Fig 4B). Thus, the self-interacting domains identified by PCA correspond strongly to the

block-like structure of the genome. Contacts between chromosomes are dominated by centro-

mere-centromere contacts and contacts between subtelomeric regions (S3 Fig), with interac-

tions between blocks of the same type being most common. This effect is strongest for AT-rich

blocks, with contacts between these regions accounting for almost half of all inter-chromo-

somal contacts, despite these blocks comprising only a third of the genome (Fig 4C). These

results suggest that the AT-rich blocks are key determinants of 3D genome structure, and that

the genome is partitioned into AT-rich and gene-rich blocks in three dimensions as well as in

one dimension.

The AT-rich component of the genome is greatly enriched for repeats, and it might there-

fore be argued that the evidence for AT-AT interactions in our data might be an artefact of
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incorrectly mapped reads from repetitive elements. However, more than 97% of the genome

(including 92% of the AT-rich sequences) is uniquely mappable with 80 bp reads, and the anal-

yses discussed above include only reads that uniquely map to one location in the genome with-

out any mismatches. Further, if the apparent enrichment of contacts between two AT-rich

sequences were a consequence of incorrectly mapped reads, we would expect repeat blocks

that share more Hi-C read pairs to contain repeats (and hence sequences) from the same fam-

ily. However, we found no correlation between the repeat families found in AT-rich regions

and the number of Hi-C contacts observed for those regions (Mantel test of correlation

between distance matrices estimated from Hi-C contacts and shared repeat families, r =

−2 × 10−5, P = 0.92). Therefore, we conclude that the interactions we observe between AT-rich

blocks are likely to be biologically relevant.

Topologically associated domains (TADs) [6] are contiguous regions along a single chro-

mosome that have a high rate of self-interaction. In a common theme, the TADs in E. festucae
correlate strongly with the patchwork structure of the genomic components (S4 Fig). Most

AT-rich blocks contain a single TAD (mean = 1.1, sd = 0.4), while gene-rich blocks often con-

tain multiple TADs (mean = 2.3, sd = 2.0). TADs within gene-rich blocks have a mean length

of 0.14 Mb (sd = 0.19 Mb), similar to those estimated from yeasts [51]. In some animals, TAD

boundaries are determined in part by the protein CTCF binding to particular sequence motifs

[52,53]. The E. festucae Fl1 genome does not contain a homolog for CTCF, and we were not

Fig 4. Hi-C data reveals interactions within and among chromosomes. A. Each element of the matrix reflects the frequency of contacts between two genomic

windows in an exemplar region of chromosome 3. Repeat density and the locations of AT-rich regions (blue) are plotted below the matrix, as in Fig 2. Red lines

represent the boundaries of gene-rich regions, blue lines boundaries of AT-rich regions. Triangles highlight examples of interactions among specific genomic regions.

Red, an interaction among gene-rich regions with high contact frequency (dense shading); blue, an AT-AT interaction with high contact-frequency (dense shading);

black, interactions with low contact frequency between gene-rich and AT-rich regions (light shading). B. Distribution of first principal component scores estimated

from Hi-C data for 5 kb regions entirely made up of AT-rich (blue) or gene-rich sequence (red). C. Inter-chromosomal contacts between chromosomes 1 and 2 are

shown. All 5 kb windows sharing more than five Hi-C contacts are connected by a grey line. The AT-rich blocks in each chromosome are indicated (blue boxes).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007467.g004
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able to identify any sequence motifs associated with TAD boundaries, suggesting that a differ-

ent mechanism is responsible for forming TAD-boundaries in E. festucae.
The Hi-C data also allow us to estimate the local chromatin state for different parts of the

genome. The probability of observing Hi-C contacts between two regions of the same chromo-

some is expected to scale following a power law with regards to the distance between those

regions in the genome sequence [54]. The parameters of this power law relationship depend

on local chromatin state. When chromatin is condensed, genomic regions that are distant

from each other in the one-dimensional genome are brought together, meaning that the rate

of interaction decays relatively slowly with respect to genomic distance. In contrast, open chro-

matin states lead to relatively rapid decay rates. Fitting these models to the Fl1 data shows that

the power law exponent α, and thus the rate with which interactions decay, differs greatly

between the AT-rich and gene-rich blocks. AT-rich blocks have a relatively low decay rate (α =

−0.55), while interaction frequency decays rapidly in gene-rich blocks (α = −1.29). These

results suggest that AT-rich blocks are generally condensed (at least in the culture conditions

assayed here), while gene-rich blocks have a more open chromatin state.

Genome structure is associated with the regulation of gene expression

TADs have been shown to mediate the regulation of gene expression [55–57]. We assessed the

contribution of TADs to gene expression regulation in Epichloë by analysing RNA-seq data

generated in planta and in axenic culture. We tested for co-regulation of genes within TADs

by fitting a general linear model in which log2 fold difference in gene expression between

in planta and culture for a given gene is predicted by TAD membership, while correcting for

the effects of gene density, nucleotide content and the presence of transposable elements. This

model provides a substantially better fit than a null model (ΔAIC = 448.1), suggesting that

genes within a given TAD do tend to have similar gene expression changes. This model also

allows us to identify the TADs with the strongest signal of co-regulation among genes. Inter-

estingly, TADs with the strongest evidence for shared expression changes (Fig 5A, S2 Table)

are enriched within subtelomeric regions of the chromosomes.

To illustrate how the chromatin states and three-dimensional structures identified above

may contribute to co-regulation of genes, we consider one well-characterized subtelomeric

gene cluster. The EAS cluster, which encodes proteins that catalyse the production of biopro-

tective ergot alkaloids, forms a part of a single TAD in axenic culture with a boundary corre-

sponding to the end of an AT-rich block (Fig 6). The majority of EAS genes have much higher

expression in planta than they do in culture, while the expression of genes in the neighbouring

TAD is largely unaffected. The relatively low expression of the EAS genes in culture, and the

fact that these genes form a self-interacting domain that includes AT-rich blocks, may be

explained by the condensed chromatin state generally associated with AT-rich blocks extend-

ing across the entirety of this TAD. If so, the massive increase in expression of these genes in
planta may be the result of restructuring of this genomic region to open up the chromatin to

allow gene expression. However, performing an in planta Hi-C experiment to test this hypoth-

esis is not currently feasible, as DNA from the relatively small Epichloë genome is swamped by

the more common and much larger host genome.

To further explore the role of nuclear architecture on gene expression, we used the Hi-C

data to test whether genes with similar expression levels tend to have more frequent interac-

tions, suggesting localization to similar nuclear positions. We find that highly expressed genes

(the 5% of genes with highest expression in axenic culture) tend to interact with each other

more than expected by chance. These interactions are most over-represented among genes

that are either immediately adjacent to each other or are located on different chromosomes. In
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contrast, interactions between highly expressed genes are relatively uncommon between genes

located at intermediate distances within a chromosome (Fig 5B). The 5% of genes with the

lowest expression in culture also tend to interact with each other more commonly than would

be expected by chance. In contrast with the highly-expressed genes, these interactions are most

overrepresented at intermediate genomic scales (Fig 5C).

Repeats are associated with changes in gene expression

Repetitive elements have repeatedly been shown to provide novel genetic material that can be

co-opted by host genomes [58]. For fungi in particular, it has been suggested that the presence

of repeats can create a “two-speed genome” in which repeat-rich regions of the genome evolve

more quickly and therefore provide a source of genetic novelty that natural selection can act

on [59,60]. We examined the possibility that the AT-rich blocks contribute to adaptive evolu-

tion in Epichloë by testing for an association between these blocks and genes likely to be

Fig 5. The three-dimensional structure of the genome is associated with regulation of gene expression. A: Each point represents data from all genes within a single

TAD; the estimated log2 fold difference in expression between in planta and in culture conditions for these genes within that TAD are plotted (i.e., points above zero

represent TADs for which genes are generally more highly expressed in planta). Vertical lines represent uncorrected 95% confidence intervals of this estimate; TADs are

coloured by chromosome. TADs with statistically significant effects after applying a false discovery rate of 0.01 are labelled by chromosome and TAD number. Genes

contained in these TADs are listed in S5 Table. B: The proportional excess ([observed - expected]/observed) of contacts between members of the 5% of genes with the

highest expression in culture. Along the x-axis, these interactions are broken down by the genomic distance between interacting gene pairs. 95% confidence intervals for

expected number of contacts (grey shaded area) for each observation were obtained by counting the number of contacts from 1,000 random gene sets. Points falling

outside the shaded space represent genomic distances at which highly-expressed genes contact each other more than would be expected by chance. C: As with B, but for

the 5% of genes with the lowest expression in culture.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007467.g005
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involved in host interactions or which may underlie lineage-specific responses (Fig 7). Genes

with apparent Fl1-specific expression (defined here as genes that are expressed in planta by

strain Fl1 but do not have an orthologous gene model in the current reference strain E2368)

are more than twice as likely to fall within 5 kb of an AT-rich block compared to other genes

(odds ratio = 2.32, 95% CI = [1.82, 2.95]). Genes that are differentially expressed in planta are

also significantly over-represented near these blocks (odds ratio = 1.62, 95% CI = [1.31, 2.01]).

However, neither genes encoding secreted proteins (odds ratio = 0.85, 95% CI = [0.66, 1.09])

nor genes involved in the production of secondary metabolites (odds ratio = 1.27, 95% CI =

[0.89, 1.89]) were found to be overrepresented near AT-rich blocks.

Although gene-rich regions of the genome are almost free from long repeats, they do con-

tain a number of the smaller MITE elements. These elements are known to act as regulators of

gene expression in both plants and plant-associated fungi, so we tested whether MITES were

more likely to appear near genes that are differentially expressed in planta. We find the 20% of

genes with the highest differential expression in planta versus in culture are almost three times

more likely to have a MITE within 2 kb of their coding sequences (14.2% of such genes, 5.2%

of all others). This over-representation of MITEs near up-regulated genes is not uniform

among MITE families; some show almost no effect, while others such as EFT-9m are more

than five-fold overrepresented (Fig 8A). The over-representation of MITEs is strongest for

genes that show the greatest differential expression in planta versus in culture, where the signal

appears immediately upstream of the transcription start site (Fig 8B).

Fig 6. The EAS cluster is part of a co-regulated TAD whose boundaries are determined by repeat content. A schematic of the long arm of chromosome 1 is shown

on top. Below, the genomic location (x-axis) and difference in gene expression in planta versus culture (y-axis) for each gene is represented by a point. Genes with

>8-fold difference in gene expression are labelled, as are all genes in the EAS cluster. Blue boxes indicate AT-rich blocks. The green tracks below the graph represent the

location of distinct TADs.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007467.g006
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m6A does not appear to mark gene expression

The PacBio sequencing data also contain information about chemically modified bases [61].

The only eukaryotic modification that could be reliably diagnosed from this dataset is N6-

methyladenine (6mA). An association between 6mA marks and gene expression levels has

recently been suggested [62]. Approximately 0.04% of adenines show evidence for this modifi-

cation, but the modified bases are approximately evenly distributed between the AT-rich

(0.042% of adenines) and gene-rich blocks (0.038% of adenines), and are not associated with

genes with very high or very low expression. Adenines in ApG dinucleotides account for more

than 50% of the m6A we detect, but again this proportion does not differ substantially between

gene-rich and AT-rich blocks, or protein-coding sequences and the rest of the genome (S5

Fig). Therefore, we find no strong evidence to suggest a role for 6mA in the regulation of gene

expression in Epichloë.

Discussion

A finished reference genome for genus Epichloë
Here we present a complete genome sequence for E. festucae strain Fl1. This chromosome-

level genome was generated using PacBio, Hi-C, and Illumina sequencing approaches, and is a

substantial improvement on the previous, fragmentary Epichloë genomes. It runs telomere-to-

telomere for seven nuclear chromosomes, places the highly repetitive ribosomal RNA gene

repeats, provides putative positions for all seven centromeres, and includes the mitochondrial

Fig 7. Differentially expressed genes and genes with Fl1-specific expression are more likely to occur near AT-rich

blocks. We identified four classes of genes that we expect to play important roles in host-adaptation in Epichloë. Each

point represents the proportion of genes in a given functional class that fall within 5 kb of an AT-rich block. ‘Secreted

proteins’ = genes that encoded proteins with signal peptides, ‘Differentially expressed’ = the 5% of genes with the

highest fold-difference increase in gene expression in planta compared to expression in culture, ‘Fl1-specific’ = genes

with no evidence for expression in the reference strain E2368, and ‘secondary metabolite’ = genes known to be

involved in production of secondary metabolites including terpenes, indole diterpenes and ergot alkaloids (see

Methods for details).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007467.g007
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genome. We find a small number of bases (approximately 0.04% of adenines) with methylated

adenine (6mA), preferentially on ApG dinucleotides, but find no evidence for functional

enrichment of this mark.

The sequence we report here joins a growing number of complete or near-complete

genomes for filamentous fungi [63–70]. A common (though not universal [67]) theme among

these genome references is the presence of a distinct genomic compartment with a relatively

high evolutionary rate. In some species, the fast-evolving compartment is encoded in small dis-

pensable chromosomes [64,68]; in others, repeat-rich regions of typical chromosomes play this

role instead. The E. festucae genome reported here is a striking example of the latter. The

sequence is divided into blocks of highly AT-biased, repeat-rich DNA that almost entirely

lacks genes, interspersed with gene-rich blocks that have balanced GC content. Although inter-

spersed AT-rich sequences are a feature of some fungal genomes, the E. festucae sequence is

remarkable for the proportion of its genome contained in these regions (more than twice that

found in the model species Neurospora crassa) and the preponderance of long AT-rich blocks

(the mean block-length of 25.7 kb being larger than the longest AT-rich block in many compa-

rable genomes [63]).

AT-rich regions: Graveyards for transposable elements and nurseries for

lineage specific genes?

We find that the AT-rich blocks are most likely the result of RIP mutating the repeats during

sexual reproduction to inactivate them, and thus driving dramatic increases in repeat AT con-

tent. Indeed, most of the transposon repeats in the genome lack a signature of recent move-

ment, suggesting that RIP has been effective in disabling most full-length, active transposable

element repeats. The AT-rich regions can thus be seen as ‘graveyards’ containing the remains

Fig 8. Some MITE families are over-represented near highly differentially expressed genes. A: Each point represents the mean number of copies of a given MITE

family within 2 kb of genes that are differentially expressed in planta (y-axis) vs the same measure for all other genes (x-axis). Families with more copies near

differentially expressed genes occur above the diagonal line. Those families with the greatest over-representation are labelled. B: Fold-difference in the number of

MITEs near differentially expressed genes plotted by position relative to the transcription start site (TSS; negative values correspond to upstream positions). Four

differential gene expression quantiles are plotted, with darker red points corresponding to genes with the greatest differences in expression.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007467.g008
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of ancient transposons that have been inactivated by RIP or interrupted by the subsequent

integration of other elements. In contrast, small non-autonomous MITE repeats do show evi-

dence for recent movement, are generally not subject to RIP (presumably due to their small

size which avoids the RIP machinery), and are frequently found in the gene-rich blocks. It

remains an open question as to which elements have catalysed the recent mobilization of these

MITEs in the Fl1 genome, although some DNA transposons and elements not currently classi-

fied do show evidence for recent mobilizations. Complete genomes for other Epichloë species

will help to reconstruct the evolutionary history of transposable element invasions in this

genus.

The structure of the Fl1 genome raises the question of what is responsible for the genome

being organized into distinct repeat- and gene-rich blocks. We have shown that the AT-rich

blocks contain series of nested repeats, suggesting repeated transposition of new repeats into

existing repeats. One possible explanation for this pattern is that transposition events into the

regulatory and coding regions of the genome, particularly those of large transposons that are

likely to be disruptive, are subject to strong negative selection. Therefore, transposons are pre-

dominantly seen in non-functional parts of the genome (i.e., existing transposons), as only

these insertion sites are tolerated. Alternatively, the preponderance of nested repeats in the

genome could be a direct consequence of insertion-site preferences for transposons. For exam-

ple, many LTR retrotransposons preferentially integrate into short AT-rich sequence motifs

[71,72]. If Epichloë transposons have similar biases, transposition events would occur more fre-

quently into regions previously subject to RIP. RIP could thus have a potential double-hit ben-

efit: not only does it inactivate transposons that have invaded the genome, but when

subsequent transposons invade, they may preferentially insert into regions that are unlikely to

perturb genome function (i.e., the AT-rich, RIP-inactivated transposons). This “safe-haven”

hypothesis for nested transposition events could be tested by experimentally determining

whether Epichloë transposons show the proposed AT-rich insertion bias.

It has been suggested that the repeat-rich regions of some fungal genomes create a “two

speed genome”, in which fast-evolving sequences associated with repeats contribute to local

adaptation and among-strain diversity. Although the AT-rich regions that we identify in the E.

festucae sequence are very gene poor, the genes they do contain may be important for strain-

specific host interactions. We identified 317 genes with evidence for expression in planta in

strain Fl1 and no ortholog in the existing transcriptome assembly for strain E2368. These

genes with apparently Fl1-specific expression are greatly over-represented within AT-rich

regions of the genome, suggesting that these regions may indeed contribute to lineage-specific

evolution. It should be noted, however, that transcriptomic data from strain E2368 was not

analysed with the benefit of a complete reference genome. Though these results suggest the

AT-rich regions created by repetitive elements and RIP maybe host lineage-specific genes, fur-

ther work will be required to establish the degree of among-strain diversity in gene expression

and its molecular basis. The first complete reference genome we report here will be an impor-

tant resource for this work.

Repeats have a profound influence on the three-dimensional structure of

the genome

We find the repeat-rich AT-rich blocks of the E. festucae genome have a profound influence on

nuclear organisation. The division of the genome into self-interacting domains that differ in chro-

matin state is a key feature of nuclear organisation and appears to be conserved across eukaryotes.

In E. festucae, the block-like pattern of the one-dimensional genome underpins this aspect of

nuclear organisation. Using Hi-C, we find that the AT-rich blocks form much more tightly
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packed chromatin than the gene-rich blocks, and blocks of the same type (either AT-rich or gene-

rich) interact with each other more than they do with blocks of the opposite type. Thus, the tight

packaging of long AT-rich blocks helps to form distinct chromatin domains.

The AT-rich blocks also appear to contribute to the formation of TADs. In many (but not

all [51]) species, TAD boundaries are defined by architectural proteins that bind to particular

sequence motifs. These proteins insulate neighbouring areas of open chromatin, forming self-

interacting domains. Though we were able to identify TADs from our Hi-C data, we did not

find any sequence motifs associated with the boundaries of these domains. The blocky struc-

ture of this genome may partially obviate the need for sequence motifs to recruit proteins that

define TAD boundaries. Under this model, the open chromatin loops formed by gene-rich

regions would be isolated from each other by the interspersed AT-rich blocks that are charac-

terised by the relatively condensed chromatin state. This would naturally create TAD-like

structures in the genome (Fig 9). It has previously been demonstrated that repetitive elements

contribute to nuclear organisation [73], and we propose that the AT-rich blocks present in

some other fungal genomes [44,63,68] may play similarly important roles.

Nevertheless, larger gene-rich blocks frequently form more than one TAD, suggesting that

additional TAD formation mechanisms are also likely to be in operation. For instance, in N.

crassa, a model filamentous fungus, chromatin states are generally associated with particular

histone modifications [74,75]. The reference genome that we report here will be an important

resource for future studies that use epigenetic modification, chromatin accessibility and

immunoprecipitation assays to uncover the molecular mechanisms by which these three-

dimensional structures are formed and maintained.

Genome architecture influences environment-specific gene expression

Establishing a symbiotic relationship with a host grass requires major transcriptional reprogram-

ming in E. festucae, which is in part achieved by extensive chromatin remodelling [33]. These

changes allow the fungus to interact with its host and produce the secondary metabolites that pro-

tect the host from pests and environmental challenges. Previous studies have established a set of

genes that are differentially expressed in planta versus axenic culture, and in mutants that are

unable to establish productive symbioses [13,15]. Using our complete genome sequence and Hi-C

data, we can examine the regulation of these genes in a broader spatial genomic context.

Interest in the AT-rich regions present in the genomes of some filamentous fungi has

largely focused on their evolutionary importance. However, these regions may also play an

important role in regulating gene expression [31]. Genes that are differentially expressed in
planta compared to culture are more likely to fall near an AT-rich region than other genes.

The EAS cluster, a sub-telomeric gene suite that encodes proteins responsible for bioprotective

ergot alkaloid production [34,76], provides an illustrative example of how chromatin remodel-

ling around the AT-rich regions may contribute to gene regulation. In axenic culture, the EAS
cluster forms a single TAD with a boundary that corresponds to the edge of an AT-rich region.

Genes within this TAD are much more strongly expressed in planta than in culture, while

genes in a neighbouring TAD appear to be largely unaffected. We suggest that this pattern is a

result of the AT-rich regions associated with the EAS cluster forming a condensed chromatin

state in culture (as do most AT-rich regions) and that in planta expression is the result of chro-

matin remodelling in this TAD to form a transcriptionally competent chromatin environment.

We show that in planta differentially expressed genes, including many genes important for the

Epichloë symbiosis, are significantly more likely to be located next to AT-rich blocks. Thus, the

wealth of unannotated genes near these blocks that occur within TADs with significant co-reg-

ulation should be a priority for future research.
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The sub-nuclear locations of genes can also contribute to gene expression, with genes hav-

ing particularly high or low expression shown to co-locate in Schizosaccharomyces pombe [77].

We find evidence for spatial regulation in E. festucae as well. The genes with the highest and

lowest expression in axenic culture (the condition from which the Hi-C data was generated)

both interact with each other more than would be expected by chance. Strikingly, however, the

distance between interacting and co-regulated genes differs between the highly and lowly

expressed genes. We find that lowly-expressed genes tend to interact with other lowly-

expressed genes located at intermediate genomic distances (up to 100 kb apart), which we sug-

gest reflects the association of condensed chromatin state acting to bring genes located apart in

the linear genome together in three-dimensional space. In contrast, highly expressed genes

have an excess of contacts at a local scale as well as between chromosomes. This suggests that

neighbouring genes are co-regulated, and that spatially distant genes are again brought

together in three-dimensional space to form transcription factories [78].

Fig 9. Influence of repeats on chromatin folding. Above: Hi-C interaction data for an exemplar region of chromosome 1 displayed as a

triangular matrix with darker shading corresponding to higher interaction frequency. Directly below this matrix, the structure of the 1-D

genome is shown with gene-rich regions shaded orange and AT-rich regions blue, the largest AT-rich regions are labelled A-D. Below:

schematic showing an interpretation of the contact data for this region. Shading and labels follow from above. The repeat regions are

condensed and pulled together to form regions with high interaction frequencies (corresponding to darker colours in the Hi-C data).

Gene-rich regions form open chromatin loops, with varying levels of chromatin packing, which are isolated from each other by the

interaction of condensed AT-rich blocks.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007467.g009
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Repeats may directly regulate gene expression

Transposable elements are increasingly seen as important drivers of gene expression [58] and

a recurrent theme in fungal genomics is the association between important functional classes

of genes and repetitive elements [63,68,70]. Although most repeats in the E. festucae genome

are restricted to the gene-poor AT-rich regions, sequences from the MITE class of small DNA

repeats are common in genic regions. MITEs have previously been proposed as regulators of

gene expression in Epichloë [45] and other filamentous fungi [79]. We show that MITEs have

been transpositionally active in the recent history of Epichloë, thus meaning that MITE inte-

grations have had the potential to contribute to adaptation to specific hosts or environments.

Consistent with a direct role for MITEs in regulating gene expression, we find several MITE

families that are enriched near genes with the largest differential expression between axenic

culture and in planta conditions. The possibility that these elements may be influencing

expression of these genes is strengthened by the finding that the overrepresentation is stron-

gest near the transcription start site of the most highly up-regulated genes. We therefore sug-

gest that gene regulatory mechanisms that recognize sequences from specific MITE families

may have evolved to enable rapid recruitment of genes into the symbiosis-expressed gene net-

work. This would occur through selection for advantageous gene expression changes following

MITE dispersion events. Similarly, it is possible that some of the other MITE families not

involved in promoting in planta-specific expression might instead contribute to the regulation

of different gene subsets during other growth conditions, such as the formation of Epichloë
pre-sexual stromata structures. The complete genome sequence we present here will provide

an important resource for future investigations into such phenomena.

Conclusions

We have generated the first finished genome assembly of an Epichloë species. The assembly

reveals a remarkable patchwork structure to the genome, in which large regions of very high

repeat-density are interleaved with blocks of gene-rich sequence. We have shown that this

blocky structure has a profound influence on the way the genome is organised in the nucleus.

Importantly, this three-dimensional genome structure appears to mediate the functional orga-

nisation of the genome into regions of distinct gene expression profiles. We find that repetitive

regions of the genome are strongly associated with the most striking patterns of differential

gene expression, and these frequently involve genes that underpin the intimate symbiotic rela-

tionships that Epichloë species form with their host species. The reference genome we report

here will be an important resource for future studies that investigate the molecular basis by

which the three-dimensional structure of the genome is maintained, and identify how the reg-

ulation of particular genes, particularly those modulating symbiosis, is achieved.

Materials and methods

Fungal strain and DNA extraction

E. festucae strain Fl1 [80] from the Massey University Culture Collection (accession PN2278)

was grown in potato dextrose broth and harvested after four days to avoid polysaccharide

build-up. Mycelia were freeze dried and 40 μg of genomic DNA was extracted using a standard

phenol-chloroform-isopropanol process as per Byrd et al [81]. The DNA was further purified

with the PowerClean Pro DNA Clean-Up Kit (Mo Bio, Carlsbad, CA, USA) to remove residual

inhibitory compounds, yielding 20 μg of high molecular weight, high purity genomic DNA, as

assessed by 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis, spectrophotometry (Nano Spectrophotometer

A260/280 and A260/230 ratios) and fluorometric analysis (Invitrogen Qubit Fluorimeter).
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DNA sequencing

Long-read PacBio sequence data were generated using 6 SMRT cells on the PacBio RS II

(Sequencing and Genomic Technologies Shared Resource, Duke University, NC, USA).

Short paired-end reads (2 x 250 bp) were produced from a Truseq DNA Nano library (550

bp insert size) using Illumina MiSeq technology (New Zealand Genomics Limited, Palmerston

North, New Zealand).

We performed a chromosome-conformation capture experiment using high throughput

sequencing (Hi-C). In planta Hi-C experiments are not feasible at present, as the preponder-

ance of plant-derived sequences in DNA extracted from infected tissue would make recovering

sufficient fungal DNA for Hi-C extremely costly. We instead investigated three-dimensional

structure in cells grown in axenic culture. Hi-C libraries were created using a modified version

of the method described in Burton et al. [82,83]. Our approach differed in that cell pellets were

ground in liquid nitrogen prior to glass beading, the restriction endonuclease Sau3AI was used

to digest the cross-linked chromatin, and the KAPA Hyper Prep kit was used to create the Illu-

mina library instead of the Illumina TruSeq kit. Hi-C libraries were sequenced on an Illumina

NextSeq 500 (University of Washington, WA, USA), producing 80 bp paired-end reads.

Genome assembly

We used an iterative approach to produce and then improve a genome assembly for Fl1 (Fig

1). Initially, assemblies were produced from the PacBio sequences using two different assem-

blers: first, with Canu v. 1.3 [84], assuming a genome size of 35 Mb (estimated from earlier par-

tial assemblies) and allowing an error rate of 0.025; and second, with HGAP from the SMRT

Analysis Suite v. 2.3.0 (http://www.pacb.com/products-and-services/analytical-software/smrt-

analysis/), assuming a genome size of 35 Mb and using default parameters, followed by polish-

ing with the Quiver algorithm from the same software suite. As both assemblies were still par-

tially fragmented (six contigs contained telomeric repeats on only one end), Hi-C reads were

used to identify contigs from the Canu assembly that were connected by a large number of Hi-

C read-pairs. This produced a scaffolded assembly, which included gaps of unknown size

between contigs that had been joined with the Hi-C data. We found that the alternative algo-

rithm used by the HGAP assembler was able to bridge the five gaps in our Canu assembly, so

we used HGAP-derived sequences to fill these gaps. Finally, the manually scaffolded Canu

assembly was polished with the finisher Pilon v. 1.20 [85], correcting only base-level errors,

particularly single base errors and single base indels.

Assessing genome quality

We assessed the quality of the genome assembly in two key ways. First, we aligned Sanger end-

sequences of fosmids previously generated from E. festucae strain Fl1 [34], recorded the direc-

tion in which each read aligned, and inferred the insert size of each fosmid. Second, we com-

pared the sequences of a set of well-annotated genes from previously published studies to our

final genome sequence.

RNA isolation and sequencing

RNA was isolated from E. festucae strain Fl1 grown under two conditions: axenic culture and

in association with Lolium perenne (perennial ryegrass). For in planta RNA-seq, ryegrass seeds

were inoculated with wildtype Fl1 hyphae, as previously described [86], then grown in a tem-

perature and light-controlled growth room before being screened for infection [87]. Total

RNA was isolated from the pseudostem of infected plants 10 weeks post inoculation using
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previously described methods [15]. For RNA-seq from axenic culture, RNA was isolated from

Fl1 grown in MSM3 defined media [32] for 10 days at 22˚C. Paired-end reads were produced

from TrueSeq RNA libraries using Illumina MiSeq technology.

Genome annotation and gene expression analyses

Repetitive sequences were identified with Repeatmasker v. 4.0.6 [88], using rmblast v. 2.6.0 to

perform sequence searches using as input a custom library containing known repeats in Epi-
chloë spp. [34,45]. AT-rich regions within the genome were identified using OcculterCut v. 1.1

[44]. To find sequences affected by repeat-induced point mutations (RIP) [46], the depletion

of RIP-targeted dinucleotides was measured in each OcculterCut interval using the index of

Margolin et al [48], namely (CpA+TpG)/(ApC+GpT).

To identify protein coding genes, we first inferred the locations of existing E. festucae E2368

gene models [34] on the complete genome via alignment with blastn v. 2.4.0 [89]. We then

identified putatively novel transcripts using our RNA-seq data (BioProject PRJNA447872).

RNA-seq reads derived from hyphal cells in culture and in planta were aligned to the new

genome reference using STAR v. 2.5 [90]. The cufflinks v. 2.2.1 suite [91,92] was used to

assemble transcripts from these alignments. Genes differentially expressed in planta versus in

culture were identified using DESeq2 v. 1.16.1 [93].

Detection of modified bases

6mA base modifications were detected with the PacBio SMRT Analysis suite v. 2.3.0. To

remove potential false positive modification calls, we removed sites with an mQV score < 20.

We used bedtools v. 2.25 (Quinlan & Hall 2010) to calculate the percentage of adenines with

modifications in AT and gene-rich regions of the genome and in regions close to transcription

start sites.

Repeat analysis

We used bedtools v. 2.25 [94] to calculate the total number of bases from each repeat family

that overlap with the AT-rich and relatively GC-rich regions identified by OcculterCut. A phy-

logenetic approach was used to examine the dynamics of transposition within each repeat fam-

ily over time. In short, all near-full-length (>85% of reference length) copies of those repeat

families represented by at least ten such copies in the genome were extracted with bedtools.

We produced a multiple sequence alignment for each family using MUSCLE v. 3.8.31 [95]. To

minimize the effects of RIP mutations on our phylogenetic estimates, we replaced all TpA

dinucleotides (which can be produced by CpA! TpA mutations) with NN. We then esti-

mated phylogenies from each alignment with RAxML v. 8.2.3 [96], using the GTR model of

DNA substitution with rates of evolution among sites following a gamma distribution. Termi-

nal fork branch lengths were extracted from each tree using the R package ape v.4.1 [97].

Hi-C analysis

Before aligning our Hi-C reads, we generated a ‘mappability mask’ for the reference genome.

Artificial 80 bp reads covering every base of the reference sequence were produced and these

‘reads’ were then mapped back to the assembly. We recorded the source positions of simulated

reads that could not be mapped to their correct position with confidence (i.e., reads that

mapped to the wrong position, reads that could not be uniquely mapped and reads with map-

ping quality < 30) to produce a mask of difficult-to-map positions.
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We independently aligned forward and reverse Hi-C reads to the complete genome using

bwa mem v. 0.7.15–3 [98]. Reads with a mapping quality phred score < 30, or those that were

mapped to positions overlapping the poor mapping mask, were removed from alignments

prior to subsequent analysis. A ‘contact matrix’ representing the number of interactions

among regions of the genome at a 5 kb resolution was produced from this alignments using

HiCdat v. 40f4814 [99], making use of the iterative normalization procedure described by

Zhang et al [100]. We used the R [101] package associated with HiCdat to investigate proper-

ties of this contact matrix. Specifically, we fitted power law models explaining the rate of inter-

action among genomic regions as a function of genomic distance. These models were fitted to

the complete genome, but also separately to the subset of AT- or GC-rich regions that are

>100 kb long. Principal component analysis was performed on the normalized interaction

counts for each chromosome, and the scores for the first and second components were

recorded in each case.

We used the Hi-C data to locate the position of centromeres using the method described by

Varoquaux [102]. Topologically associated domains (TADs) were estimated from Hi-C data

using TopDom v. 0.0.2 [103], setting the minimum number of bins for a domain at 5. We then

used Homer v. 4.9 [104] to search for enriched sequence motifs on the edges of TADs, regions

designated as ‘gaps’ by TopDom, and in the centromeric windows.

We also tested whether possible mismapping of reads derived from repetitive sequences

may have inflated the contact frequencies estimated between repeat-rich sequences. To do this,

we produced two distance matrices comparing all AT-rich regions in the genome. In the first

matrix, we calculated distances from the number of contacts between regions; in the second,

we used the number of repeat families shared by those regions. Finally, we tested for a relation-

ship between repeat content and Hi-C contacts using the Mantel Test for correlation among

distance matrices, as implemented in the R package ade4 v. 1.7–8 [105].

Influence of genome architecture on gene expression

To examine the degree to which genes within TADs are co-regulated, we used R to fit a linear

model with log2 fold-change in the expression of a given gene between the axenic culture and

in planta RNA-seq datasets (obtained from the differential gene expression analysis described

above) as the response variable and TAD membership as a predictor. To control for other

genomic features known to influence gene expression, we also included predictors for gene

density (measured as the number of other genes within 5 kb), mean GC-content, and presence

or absence of transposable elements within 500 bp of a given gene. We compared this model

using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to a model that contained all predictors other

than TAD-membership.

We tested the degree to which the three-dimensional structure of the genome influenced

gene expression by integrating our RNA-seq and Hi-C data. We first identified the 5% of

genes with the highest and lowest (non-zero) expression in culture. We calculated the mean

number of observed contacts among genomic windows containing each gene set, and deter-

mined the significance of the number of interactions by comparing these results with those

obtained from 1000 randomly sampled gene sets of the same size. To determine the effect of

genomic distance on interactions among gene sets, the same procedure was performed consid-

ering only genes at the following non-overlapping genomic distances {[0–5 kb), [5 kb-20 kb),

[20 kb-200 kb), [200 kb-1 Mb),� 1 Mb in cis, in trans}.
Finally, we investigated whether genes likely to be involved in host-interaction were over-

represented within and near AT-rich regions. We identified four subsets of Epichloë genes that

are likely to be involved in host-interactions:
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a. Up-regulated genes (the 5% of genes with the highest up-regulation in planta);

b. Genes encoding proteins with signal peptides as detected by SignalP v. 4.0 [106];

c. Genes with homology to known polyketide synthase (PKS), non-ribosomal peptide

synthase (NRPS), terpene synthases or siderophore-containing proteins, or known to cata-

lyse the production of secondary metabolites [26,34,76];

d. Genes with strain-specific expression (with evidence for expression in planta in Fl1 but not

part of existing transcriptomes for the current reference strain E2368).

The minimum distance between each Fl1 gene and any AT-rich region was found using the

bedtools command ‘closest’. We examined whether any of these subsets of genes were over-

represented within a distance of 5 kb from AT-rich regions using logistic regression in R.

Software and data availability

A software repository providing the scripts used to produce the computational results

described above is available at https://github.com/dwinter/fl1_genome_scripts. Data underly-

ing these analyses have been deposited at NCBI under the umbrella BioProject PRJNA431450.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Repeat classes are not uniformly distributed among AT- and gene-rich regions.

Each circle represents a single repeat family. Point size is proportional to effective copy num-

ber of each repeat family (that is, the total length of sequences annotated as belonging to this

family divided by the length of the reference sequence for that repeat). The position of each

point on the y-axis is the proportion of all bases annotated as belonging to the repeat family

that fall into AT-rich regions. The x-axis is log10 transformed.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. There are few full-length copies of longer repeats. Each subgraph represents the

length of repeat copies for a given repeat family as a proportion of the total length of the refer-

ence element.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Trans contacts are dominated by AT-AT and centromere-centromere interactions.

The number of Hi-C contacts recorded between each pair of chromosomes. For each ideo-

gram, the blue bars represent AT-rich regions and the notch represents the inferred centro-

mere position. The links are shaded such that darker links represent more contacts.

(TIF)

S4 Fig. Within chromosome contacts are dominated by interactions between regions of

similar GC-content. Each line graph represents data derived from an individual E. festucae
Fl1 chromosome. Black lines represent first principal component scores obtained from the Hi-

C interaction matrix. Blue track denotes AT-rich blocks; green track TAD positions, with dif-

fering shades of green distinguishing neighbouring TADs. Inset: distribution of PC-scores for

5 kb windows that fall entirely within AT- or gene-rich blocks is plotted.

(TIF)

S5 Fig. ApG dinucleotides are most likely to experience 6mA modification. Each bar dis-

plays the proportion of all methylated adenines found in a particular genomic compartment

(x-axis) that form part of all ApX dinucleotides.

(TIF)
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S1 Table. Summary data for repeat annotation. Columns are as follows:

repeat_id: Unique name for this repeat family

repeat_class: Repeat class (Class I, Class II, MITE or unknown)

annotation_note: Extra information about this repeat family

total_kbp: Total amount of sequence annotated to be part of this family

prop_genome: Proportion of complete genome annotated to be part of this family

n_hits: Number of sequences matching this family

mean_hit_length: Mean length of these sequences

prop_AT: Proportion of total sequence annotated to be part of this family and also falling into

AT-rich regions

ref_len: Length of the reference repeat.

(CSV)

S2 Table. Genes falling in co-regulated TADs.

(CSV)

S3 Table. Summary statistics for PacBio sequencing library.

(CSV)

S4 Table. Summary statistics for genome assembly.

(CSV)

S5 Table. Summary statistics for previously available E. festucae Fl1 assemblies.

(CSV)
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